


Who we are
We are your digital development partner. We provide Engineering 
and Agile Product teams that develop, discover, design and deliver 
the best web and mobile projects, processes and people. 

For over a decade we have helped clients create bespoke, 
award-winning, digital products – supporting them from idea 
to implementation and beyond. Based across the UK and 
Headquartered in Edinburgh our teams of over 100 engineers, 
and Agile product team members have helped build hundreds of 
products across every major sector and technology platform.

We approach digital differently. We provide highly skilled teams, 
not bodies. We support our clients by challenging them to go 
beyond the obvious, by believing that steel sharpens steel and that 
by striving for great we can make the best people, products, 
and processes.

xDesign combines ability, agility, and technical excellence. 
We challenge. We care. We collaborate. Let's get started.



Why xDesign

Access Specialist Talent

Attracting, affording and retaining the best 
talent has never been harder.

Our reputation  and client base allows us to 
attract the best individuals, our commitment 
to our people (we are great places to work 
certified)  keeps them, and our culture and 
process turns individuals into fantastic team 
members. 

Organisations turn to our team augmentation 
model to have the security and peace of 
mind that being able to access skilled, 
experienced agile teams brings.

End to End

Have a problem or looking to maximise an 
opportunity?

We can work with you to discover, design, 
develop and deliver projects across web and 
mobile of any scale; turning bullet points on 
a page to business cases, prototypes, and 
on to a fully realised digital product. 

When you work with xDesign we take you 
from brief to build, on time and on budget.

Build Better Teams

To truly thrive you need to build better 
internal capacity and capability.

xDesign will help your teams evolve, we help 
build better people and processes as well as 
digital products themselves. Training, 
developing and guiding your teams so that 
we leave your organisation bigger and 
better than when we arrived.

Working with xDesign allows you to become 
ultimately self sufficient.


